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PART 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
This is the Open Space Assessment Report prepared by Knight Kavanagh & Page (KKP) 
for Corby Borough Council (CBC). It focuses on reporting the findings of the research, 
consultation, site assessments, data analysis and GIS mapping that underpin the study.   
 
The Assessment Report provides detail with regard to what provision exists in the area, 
its condition, distribution and overall quality. It considers the demand for provision up to 
2031 based upon population distribution, planned growth and consultation findings. The 
Strategy (to follow the assessment report for open spaces) will give direction on the future 
provision of accessible, high quality, sustainable provision for open spaces in Corby. 
 
In order for planning policies to be ‘sound’ local authorities are required to carry out a 
robust assessment of need for open space, sport and recreation facilities. We advocate 
that the methodology to undertake such assessments should still be informed by best 
practice including the Planning Policy Guidance 17 (PPG17) Companion Guidance; 
Assessing Needs and Opportunities’ published in September 2002. 
 
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) has replaced PPG17. However, 
assessment of open space facilities is still normally carried out in accordance with the 
Companion Guidance to PPG17 as it still remains the only national best practice 
guidance on the conduct of an open space assessment. 
 
Under paragraph 73 of the NPPF, it is set out that planning policies should be based on 
robust and up-to-date assessments of the needs for open space, sports and recreation 
facilities and opportunities for new provision. Specific needs and quantitative and 
qualitative deficiencies and surpluses in local areas should also be identified. This 
information should be used to inform what provision is required in an area. 
 
This assessment was commissioned as a key part of the evidence base for the Local 
Plan. In order for such planning documents and policies to be ‘sound’ local authorities are 
required to carry out a robust assessment of need for open space, sport and recreation 
facilities.  
 
In accordance with best practice recommendations, a size threshold of 0.2 hectares has 
been applied to the inclusion of some typologies within the study. This means that, in 
general, sites that fall below this threshold were not audited unless identified as being 
significant.The table below details the open space typologies included within the study: 
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Table 1.1: Open space typology definitions 
 
 Typology Primary purpose 

G
re

e
n

s
p

a
c
e

s
 

Parks and gardens Accessible, high quality opportunities for informal 
recreation and community events. 

Natural and semi-natural 
greenspaces 

Wildlife conservation, biodiversity and environmental 
education and awareness.  

Amenity greenspace Opportunities for informal activities close to home or 
work or enhancement of the appearance of residential 
or other areas. 

Provision for children and 
young people 

Areas designed primarily for play and social interaction 
involving children and young people, such as equipped 
play areas, MUGAs, skateboard areas and teenage 
shelters. 

Allotments Opportunities for those people who wish to do so to 
grow their own produce as part of the long term 
promotion of sustainability, health and social inclusion. 

Cemeteries, disused 
churchyards and other burial 
grounds 

Quiet contemplation and burial of the dead, often 
linked to the promotion of wildlife conservation and 
biodiversity. 

 
1.1 Report structure 
 
Open spaces 
 
This report considers the supply and demand issues for open space provision across 
Corby. Each part contains relevant typology specific data. Further description of the 
methodology used can be found in Part 2. The report as a whole covers the predominant 
issues for all open spaces as defined in best practice guidance:  
 
Part 4: Summary of site visits Part 9:    Allotments 
Part 5: Parks and gardens Part 10: Cemeteries/churchyards 
Part 6: Natural/ semi-natural greenspace   
Part 7:   Amenity greenspace   
Part 8: Provision for children/young people   
 
Associated strategies 
 
The study sits alongside the Playing Pitch Strategy (PPS) and the Indoor Sport and 
Leisure Facility Strategy; which are also being undertaken by KKP (provided in separate 
reports). The open space typology of formal outdoor sports is covered within the 
associated PPS. The PPS is undertaken in accordance with the methodology provided in 
Sport England’s Draft Guidance ‘Developing a Playing Pitch Strategy’ for assessing 
demand and supply for outdoor sports facilities (2013). The Indoor Sport and Leisure 
Facility Strategy is in accordance with Sport England’s Assessing Needs and 
Opportunities Guide (ANOG) for Indoor and Outdoor Sports Facilities 2014. 
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1.2 National context 
 
National Planning Policy Framework 
 
The NPPF sets out the planning policies for England. It details how these are expected to 
be applied to the planning system and provides a framework to produce distinct local and 
neighbourhood plans, reflecting the needs and priorities of local communities. 
 
It states that the purpose of the planning system is to contribute to the achievement of 
sustainable development. It establishes that the planning system needs to focus on three 
themes of sustainable development: economic, social and environmental. A presumption 
in favour of sustainable development is a key aspect for any plan-making and decision-
taking processes. In relation to plan-making the NPPF sets out that Local Plans should 
meet objectively assessed needs. 
 
Under paragraph 73 of the NPPF, it is set out that planning policies should be based on 
robust and up-to-date assessments of the needs for open space, sports and recreation 
facilities and opportunities for new provision. Specific needs and quantitative and 
qualitative deficiencies and surpluses in local areas should also be identified. This 
information should be used to inform what provision is required in an area. 
 
As a prerequisite paragraph 74 of the NPPF states existing open space, sports and 
recreation sites, including playing fields, should not be built on unless: 
 

 An assessment has been undertaken, which has clearly shown the site to be surplus 
to requirements; or 

 The loss resulting from the proposed development would be replaced by equivalent or 
better provision in terms of quantity and quality in a suitable location; or 

 The development is for alternative sports and recreational provision, the needs for 
which clearly outweigh the loss. 

 
Paragraph 77 of the NPPF refurs to the possibility of local greenspace designations. It 
details that such designations are not appropriate for all types of open space and should 
be used: 
 
 Where the green space is in reasonably close proximity to the community it serves; 
 Where the green area is demonstrably special to a local community and holds a 

particular local significance, for example because of its beauty, historic significance, 
recreational value (including as a playing field), tranquillity or richness of its wildlife; 
and 

 Where the green area concerned is local in character and is not an extensive tract of 
land. 

 
Public Health England 
 
In October 2014 Public Health England (PHE) produced a plan to tackle low activity levels 
across the country. Along with making the case for physical activity, the plan identifies 
four areas where measures need to be taken at a national and local level: 
 
 Active society: creating a social movement. Shifting social norms so that physical 

activity becomes a routine part of daily life. 
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 Moving professionals: activating networks of expertise. Making every contact with the 
health sector count to push the ‘active’ message and to deliver the message through 
other sectors including education, sports and leisure, transport and planning. 

 Active environments: creating the right spaces. Making available and accessible 
appropriate environments that encourage people to be active every day. 

 Moving at scale: scaling up interventions that make us active. Maximising existing 
assets that enable communities to be active. 

 
Open space provision has an important role in working towards these measures. There is 
a need to ensure accessible facilities that can help meet the physical activity needs of 
everyone including the physically and mentally disabled and those with learning 
difficulties and debilitating diseases. 
 
Summary of the national context 
 
Policies set out within the NPPF state that local and neighbourhood plans should both 
reflect needs and priorities within a local community, and be based on robust and current 
assessments of open space, sport and recreational facilities. Engaging residents to take 
up and retain a minimum or better level of physical literacy and activity is a high priority 
for national government. For many people, sport and recreational activities have a key 
role to play in facilitating physical activity. Therefore, ensuring that open space creates an 
active environment with opportunities and good accessibility is important. In line with 
national policy recommendations, this report makes an assessment of open space 
provision and need across Corby from which recommendations and policy will be 
formulated. 
 
1.3 Local context 
 
PPG17 Open Space, Sport and Recreation Study (2005) 
 
The open space study from 2005 set out standards around quantity, accessibility and 
quality, as well as identifying a need in Corby for: 
 
 An open space vision for the Borough; 
 A cross-cutting consistent drive towards the development and enhancement of open 

space; 
 The promotion of the open space vision and its benefits within the Council’s 

corporate priorities; 
 New planning policies to integrate with and be supportive of all the cross-cutting 

developments and regeneration schemes. 
 
The present study will replace the 2005 study and act as an evidence base to support the 
Part 2 Local Plan, as well as emergine neighbourhood plans for Central Corby, 
Cottingham, Stanion and Weldon and Gretton.  
 
North Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy 2011-2031 Part 1 
 
The North Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy (JCS) is the strategic Part 1 Local Plan 
for Corby, East Northamptonshire, Kettering and Wellingborough. This has been 
prepared by the North Northamptonshire Joint Committee and outlines the vision and 
outcomes for the four local authorities. Part 2 provides detailed planning policies to 
deliver the objectives outlined in the JCS.  
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The vision is to ensure that North Northamptonshire will be widely recognised as a safe, 
healthy, affordable and attractive area for residents and visitors, and an excellent place 
for business to invest in. In addition, the area will be a showpiece for modern green living 
and well managed sustainable development which will take advantage of a strategic 
transport network to be a nationally important growth area.  
 
The JCS also highlights a summary vision for Corby.  This summary vision states that by 
2031 Corby will double its population and offer international culture and sport facilities. 
Enterprise areas will promote the town as a base for businesses leading the way in high 
performance technologies, creative industries and the green economy. Smart and 
innovative regeneration and growth will deliver a transformed, vibrant and growing town 
centre and sustainable urban extensions; together with a network of accessible natural 
green spaces forming the urban gateway to the wider Rockingham Forest. To achieve the 
overarching and local vision, the strategy aims to deliver following ten outcomes 
successfully.  
 
Table 1.2 North Northamptonshire joint core strategy objectives 
 

Outcome Description 

Empowered and proactive 
communities 

Create successful, strong, cohesive and sustainable communities 
where residents are actively involved in shaping the places where 
they live through community led planning initiatives.  

 

Adapt to future climate 
change 

Develop more sustainable places that are naturally resilient to 
future climate change. In addition, carbon footprints will be 
minimised and sustainable transport will be improved.  

 

Distinctive environments 
that enhance and respect 
local character and 
enhance biodiversity. 

Retain the area’s distinctiveness, by maintaining and enhancing 
landscape and townscape character. It promotes an integrated 
approach to biodiversity management and a net gain in green 
infrastructure.  

 

Excellent services and 
facilities easily accessed 
by local communities and 
businesses 

Prioritise future public and private investment to help to secure 
provision for the infrastructure, services and facilities needed to 
sustain and enhance communities and support new development. 

A sustainable balance 
between local jobs and 
workers and a more 
diverse economy 

Build a more diverse, dynamic and self-reliant economy which is 
not overly dependent on in or out commuting. 

Transformed connectivity Set out measures to enhance neighbourhood connectivity, 
establishing the requirement for inter urban transport links and 
improvements to the strategic road network and main-line rail 
connections. 

 

More walkable places and 
an excellent choice of 
ways to travel 

Ensure walking is the first choice of transport to local services and 
jobs including increasing connectivity to and from new development 
and the countryside and centres and ensuring that developments 
allow movement through them. 

Vibrant, well connected 
towns and a productive 
countryside 

Create sustainable urban-focused development and a proactive 
approach to meeting rural needs, supporting greater self-reliance 
for the area as a whole. The network of settlements will be 
strengthened through transformed public transport services. 
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Outcome Description 

Stronger, more self-reliant 
towns with thriving centres 

Regenerate all town centers and older parts of towns which will 
help to maximise the use of brownfield land for new development 
and inspire community confidence in the need for positive change. 

 

Enhanced quality of life for 
all residents 

Guarantee the quality and mix of housing needed to meet the full, 
objectively assessed needs of the housing market area. In addition, 
ensure a sufficient proportion of housing is affordable and 
accessible to all. 

 
Specifically, in relation to open spaces, policy seven outlines the aim to retain, enhance 
and develop facilities, in particular those which are beneficial to people’s health and 
wellbeing, including open spaces. This will be achieved through ensuring no net loss of 
open space, allotments, sports and recreation buildings and land, including playing fields. 
Unless a site is surplus to requirement, a site of equivalent quality and accessibility 
should be provided, serviced and made available to the community prior to use of the 
existing site ceasing.  
 
Also, outlined in policy seven, is the aim to provide accessible greenspace in accordance 
with national standards, unless local standards have been adopted. 
 
In addition to policy seven, policy four outlines that a net gain in biodiversity will be 
sought, and features of geological interest will be protected and enhanced through the 
protection of existing biodiversity assets, enhancing ecological networks by managing 
development and investment and supporting, through developer contributions or 
development design, the protection and recovery of priority species linked to national and 
local targets. 
 
The stategy also states that green areas identified through local assessments as being of 
particular importance to the community may also be designated for special protection as 
Local Green Space (LGS) through Part 2 Local Plans or Neighbourhood Plans. The 
preparation of action plans to protect and strengthen the features that make LGS 
distinctive and of value should also be considered. 
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Supporting Northamptonshire to Flourish: Northamptonshire’s Joint Health and 
Wellbeing Strategy 2016-2020 
 
This is the latest strategy which aims at improving the health and wellbeing of all people 
in Northamptonshire. The overall objective is to reduce health inequalities by enabling 
people to help themselves. The strategy lists four key priorities with targets associated for 
each priority. The importance of having accessible, good quality indoor and built sports 
facilities with suitable activities will assist in achieving all four key priorities.  
 
Table 1.3: Northamptonshire’s Joint Health and Wellbeing Strategy Priorities 
 

Priorities Priority Targets  

Giving every child the best start.  More children are breastfed, and for longer. 

 More children achieve a higher level of development in the 
prime areas of learning. 

 Fewer children gain weight during primary education. 

 Fewer young people self-harm and misuse drugs and 
alcohol. 

 More children and young people have positive mental 
wellbeing. 

Taking responsibility and 

making informed choices. 

 More people maintaining a healthy weight. 

 Fewer people smoking, drinking and misusing drugs 

 More people in control of their lives and their health, 
reflected in improved mental wellbeing. 

 Fewer people experiencing long term mental ill health. 

 Increase in healthier, stronger and more resilient families 
across generations. 

Promoting independence and 

quality of life for older adults. 

 Reductions in delayed transfers of care. 

 Fewer people re-admitted to hospital following discharge. 

 More people remaining independent and supported to 
participate in community -based activities. 

 Fewer people experience social isolation and loneliness. 

Creating an environment for all 
people to flourish. 

 Improved access to leisure spaces, recreational facilities 
and community assets that promote health and wellbeing. 

 Fewer people are living in poverty. 

 Reduction in unemployment and fewer young people are 
not in education, employment or training (NEET’s). 

 Decrease in demand for social housing. 

 More people feel safe in their community and reducing 
domestic abuse. 

 Community resilience increases. 
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PART 2: METHODOLOGY 
 
This section details the methodology undertaken as part of the study. The key stages are: 
 
 2.1 - Analysis areas 
 2.2 - Auditing local provision 
 2.3 - Quality and value 
 2.4 - Quality and value thresholds 
 2.5 - Identifying local need 
 2.6 - Accessibility standards 
 
2.1 Analysis area and population 
 
The study area covered by the report is the Corby Borough Council boundary. This study 
was carried out using a holistic approach, assessing the Corby area as a whole. In the 
subsequent Standards Paper, a more detailed analysis will take place, identifying 
recommendations and standards on a ward by ward basis.  
 
In terms of population, Corby is identified as having a population of 66,854.  
 
Table 2.1: Population by analysis area 
 

Analysis area Population (2016)
*
 

Corby 66,854 

 
Figure 2.1 overleaf shows the map of analysis areas with population density. Figure 2.2 
then shows analysis areas broken down by ward. 

                                                
Source: ONS Mid-Year population estimates for England 
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Figure 2.1: Corby against population density background 
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Figure 2.2: Corby analysis areas broken down by ward with population density  
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2.2 Auditing local provision (supply) 
 
The KKP Field Research Team undertook the site audit for this study between February 
and March 2017. Open space sites (including provision for children and young people) 
are identified, mapped and assessed to evaluate site value and quality. Only sites publicly 
accessible are included (i.e. private sites or land, which people cannot access, are not 
included). Each site is classified based on its primary open space purpose, so that each 
type of space is counted only once. The audit, and the report, utilise the following 
typologies in accordance with best practice: 
 
1. Parks and gardens 
2. Natural and semi-natural greenspace 
3. Amenity greenspace 
4. Provision for children and young people 
5. Allotments 
6. Cemeteries/churchyards 
 
Green corridors is also an open space typology defined as accessible corridors of green 
space used for walking, cycling or horse riding, whether for leisure purposes or travel. 
They also provide opportunities for wildlife migration. A traditional example of a green 
corridor is an old railway line that has been re-laid with a pathway. 
 
Across Corby there is a fairly broad picture in terms of road networks, areas to enhance 
biodiversity, cycle routes and rail networks. Although these do contribute to active travel 
in the area, not all of these would be classified as green corridor provision. As such, the 
Green Infrastructure corridors in Corby are a more strategic concept, which will be 
addressed as part of the Standards Paper to follow. This will be done by identifying 
linkages between open spaces which create larger pockets of open space. This will 
provide some insight as to where ‘green corridor’ provision exists and where potentially it 
could be extended. This may also help feed into the Green Infrastructure work in the 
future. 
 
The provision of formal outdoor sports is contained within the associated PPS. The 
amount and quality of such provision is not included in the total figures for open space (as 
a different methodology is prescribed).  
 
In accordance with best practice recommendations, a size threshold of 0.2 hectares is 
applied to the inclusion of some typologies within the study. Sites of a smaller size, 
particularly for the typologies of amenity greenspace and natural and semi-natural 
greenspace tend to have a different role. Often this is for visual purposes (e.g. small 
incremental grassed areas such as highway verges) and is therefore considered as 
offering less recreational use in comparison to other forms of open space. Subsequently 
sites below 0.2 hectares for these typologies are not audited. However, any sites below 
the threshold (i.e. those that are identified through consultation as being of significance) 
are included.  
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Database development 
 
All information relating to open spaces is collated in the project open space database 
(supplied as an Excel electronic file). All sites identified and assessed as part of the audit 
are recorded within the database. The database details for each site are as follows: 
 

Data held on open spaces database (summary) 

 KKP reference number (used for mapping) 
 Site name 
 Ownership (if known) 
 Management (if known) 
 Typology 
 Size (hectares) 
 Site visit data 

 
Sites are primarily identified by KKP in the audit using official site names, where possible, 
and/or secondly using road names and locations.   
 
2.3 Quality and value  
 
Each type of open space receives separate quality and value scores. This also allows for 
application of a high and low quality/value matrix to further help determine prioritisation of 
investment and to identify sites that may be surplus within and to a particular open space 
typology. Quality and value are fundamentally different and can be unrelated. For 
example, a high quality space may be inaccessible and, thus, be of little value; whereas a 
rundown (poor quality) space may be the only one in an area and thus be immensely 
valuable. As a result, quality and value are also treated separately in terms of scoring.   
 
Analysis of quality 
 
Data collated from site visits is initially based upon those derived from the Green Flag 
Award scheme (a national standard for parks and green spaces in England and Wales, 
operated by Keep Britain Tidy). This is utilised to calculate a quality score for each site 
visited. Scores in the database are presented as percentage figures. The quality criteria 
used for the open space assessments carried out for all open space typologies are 
summarised in the following table.  
 

Quality criteria for open space site visit (score) 

 Physical access, e.g. public transport links, directional signposts,  
 Personal security, e.g.  site is overlooked, natural surveillance 
 Access-social, e.g. appropriate minimum entrance widths 
 Parking, e.g. availability, specific, disabled parking 
 Information signage, e.g. presence of up to date site information, notice boards 
 Equipment and facilities, e.g. assessment of both adequacy and maintenance of provision 

such as seats, benches, bins, toilets 
 Location value, e.g. proximity of housing, other greenspace 
 Site problems, e.g. presence of vandalism, graffiti 
 Healthy, safe and secure, e.g. fencing, gates, staff on site 
 Maintenance and cleanliness, e.g. condition of general landscape & features 
 Groups that the site meets the needs of, e.g. elderly, young people 
 Site potential 
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For the provision for children and young people, criteria are also built around Green Flag. 
It is a non-technical visual assessment of the whole site, including general equipment and 
surface quality/appearance plus an assessment of, for example, bench and bin provision. 
This differs, for example, from an independent Royal Society for the Prevention of 
Accidents (RosPA) review, which is a more technical assessment of equipment in terms 
of play and risk assessment grade.  
 
Analysis of value 
 

Site visit data plus desk based research is calculated to provide value scores for each site 
identified. Value is defined in best practice guidance in relation to the following three 
issues: 
 
 Context of the site i.e. its accessibility, scarcity value and historic value. 
 Level and type of use. 
 The wider benefits it generates for people, biodiversity and the wider environment. 
 
In addition, the NPPF refers to attibutes to value such as beauty and attractiveness of a 
site, its recreational value, historic and cultural value and its tranqulity and richness of 
wildlife.  
 
The value criteria set for audit assessment is derived from: 
 

Value criteria for open space site visits (score) 

 Level of use (observations only), e.g., evidence of different user types (e.g. dog walkers, 
joggers, children) throughout day, located near school and/or community facility 

 Context of site in relation to other open spaces 
 Structural and landscape benefits, e.g., well located, high quality defining the identity/ area 
 Ecological benefits, e.g., supports/promotes biodiversity and wildlife habitats 
 Educational benefits, e.g., provides learning opportunities on nature/historic landscapes 
 Social inclusion and health benefits, e.g., promotes civic pride, community ownership and a 

sense of belonging; helping to promote well-being 
 Cultural and heritage benefits, e.g., historic elements/links (e.g. listed building, statues) and 

high profile symbols of local area 
 Amenity benefits and a sense of place, e.g., attractive places that are safe and well 

maintained; helping to create specific neighbourhoods and landmarks 
 Economic benefits, e.g., enhances property values, promotes economic activity and 

attracts people from near and far 

 
Table 2.2 Site assessment value criteria in relation to NPPF criteria 
 

NPPF value 
assessment criteria 

Site assessment value criteria  

Beauty and attractivness 

 Sense of place 
 Attractiveness -site design, maintenance levels, displays and 

features 
 Feeling of safety 
 Sites importance to neighbourhood and wider area 

Recreational value 

 Levels of use 
 Types of user 
 Recreation features and facilities 
 Location e.g. proximity to school or housing estate, as well as 

proximity to green infrastructure corridors and other open spaces 
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 Health benefits and promotion of well-being and social inclusion 

Historical and cultural 
value 

 Historic, heritage and cultural features e.g. listed buildings and 
memorials 

 Educational value through history of site and its role in the area 
 Promotion of civic pride 
 Site defining identitiy of area 

Tranquility and richness 
of wildlife 

 Supports/promotes biodiversity and wildlife habitats 
 Conservation of natural features 
 Site designations 
 Promotion of well-being 
 Proximity to other open space sites  

 
Children’s and young people play provision is scored for value as part of the audit 
assessment. Value, in particular is recognised in terms of size of sites and the range of 
equipment it hosts. For instance, a small site with only one or two items is likely to be of a 
lower value than a site with a variety of equipment catering for wider age ranges. 
 
2.4 Quality and value thresholds 
 
To determine whether sites are high or low quality (as recommended by guidance); the 
results of the site assessments are colour-coded against a baseline threshold (high being 
green and low being red). The primary aim of applying a threshold is to identify sites 
where investment and/or improvements are required. It can also be used to set an 
aspirational quality standard to be achieved at some point in the future and to inform 
decisions around the need to further protect sites from future development (particularly 
when applied with its respective value score in a matrix format). 
The baseline threshold for assessing quality can often be set around 66%; based on the 
pass rate for Green Flag criteria (site visit criteria also being based on Green Flag). This 
is the only national benchmark available for quality of parks and open spaces. However, 
the site visit criteria used for Green Flag is not appropriate for every open space typology 
as it is designed to represent a sufficiently high standard of site. Quality thresholds are, 
thus, worked out so as to better reflect average scores for each typology. Consequently, 
the baseline threshold for certain typologies is amended to better reflect this. 
 
For value, there is no national guidance on the setting of thresholds. The 20% threshold 
applied is derived from our experience and knowledge in assessing the perceived value 
of sites. Whilst 20% may initially seem low it is relative score - designed to reflect those 
sites that meet more than one aspect of the criteria used for assessing value (as detailed 
earlier). A table setting out the quality and value scores for each typology is provided 
below. 
 
Table 2.3: Quality and value thresholds by typology 
 

Typology Quality threshold Value threshold 

Parks and gardens 60% 20% 

Natural and semi-natural greenspace 45% 20% 

Amenity greenspace 40% 20% 

Provision for children and young people 50% 20% 

Allotments 40% 20% 

Cemeteries/churchyards 45% 20% 
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2.5 Identifying local need (demand) 
 
Consultation to identify local need for open space provision has been carried out via a 
combination of face-to-face meetings, surveys and telephone interviews. It has been 
conducted with key local authority officers and parish councils. Parish councils which 
responded to consultation are: 
 
 Gretton Parish Council 
 Middleton Parish Council 
 Rockingham Parish Council 
 Stanion Parish Council 
 Weldon Parish Council  
 
The findings of the consultation are used, reviewed and interpreted to further support the 
results of the quality and value assessment. 
 
2.6 Accessibility standards 
 
Accessibility standards for different types of provision are a tool to identify communities 
currently not served by existing facilities. It is recognised that factors that underpin 
catchment areas vary from person to person, day to day and hour to hour. For the 
purposes of this process, this problem is overcome by accepting the concept of ‘effective 
catchments’, defined as the distance that would be travelled by the majority of users. 
 
Accessibility guidance from Fields in Trust (FIT) provide suggested catchment standards 
for parks and gardens, natural and semi-natural greenspace, amenity greenspace and 
provision for children and young people. These are highlighted in Table 2.3 and have 
been applied to help inform deficiencies in these forms of open space provision.  
 
No standard is set for the typologies of allotments or cemeteries. It is difficult to assess 
such typologies against catchment areas due to their nature and usage. For cemeteries, 
provision should be determined by demand for burial space. For allotments provision 
should be determined by demand.  
 
Table 2.4: FIT accessibility standards to travel to open space provision 
 

Open space type Walking guideline Approximate time 
equivalent 

Parks & Gardens 710m 9 minute 

Amenity Greenspace 480m 6 minute 

Natural & Semi-natural Greenspace 720m 9 minute 

Play areas & informal 
sports facilities 

LAP 100m 1 minute 

LEAP 400m 5 minute 

NEAP 1,000m 12 ½ minute 

Other provision  

(e.g. MUGA, Skate park) 
700m 9 minute 
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PART 3: SUMMARY OF SITE VISITS 
 
This section describes trends from the quality and value ratings for each typology in 
Corby. 
 
3.1 Overview 
 
Within Corby there is a total of over 404 hectares of open space. The largest contributor 
to provision is parks and gardens (142.61 hectares); accounting for 35%.  
 
Table 3.1: Overview of open space provision 
 

Open space typology Number of sites Total amount (hectares)
*
 

Allotments 8 8 

Amenity greenspace 93 134 

Cemeteries/churchyards 11 8 

Natural & semi-natural greenspace 34 106 

Park and gardens 6 142 

Provision for children & young people 53 5 

TOTAL 205 404 

 
3.2 Quality 
 
The methodology for assessing quality is set out in Part 2 (Methodology). The table below 
summarises the results of the value assessment for open spaces across Corby. 
 
Table 3.2: Quality scores for all open space typologies 
 

Typology  Threshold Scores No. of sites 

Lowest 
score 

Average 
score 

Highest 
score 

Low High 

  

Allotments 40% 38% 47% 54% 1 7 

Amenity greenspace  40% 16% 44% 83% 26 67 

Cemeteries/churchyards 45% 33% 49% 82% 3 8 

Provision for children & 
young people 

50% 31% 61% 92% 17 36 

Natural & semi-natural 
greenspace 

45% 22% 50% 75% 14 20 

Park and gardens 60% 33% 61% 79% 2 4 

TOTAL - 16% 52% 92% 63 142 

 
There is generally a good level of quality across all open space sites. This is reflected in 
over half (69%) of sites scoring above their set threshold for quality. Proportionally, 
allotments score particularly well for quality, with 88% of sites rating above the set quality 
threshold. This is followed by cemeteries and churchyards with 72% of sites scoring 
above the threshold and provision for children and young people, with 68% of site scoring 
above the threshold.  

                                                
*
 Rounded to the nearest whole number 
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The typology proportionally scoring lowest on quality is natural and semi-natural 
greenspace, with 41% of sites scoring below the threshold for quality. However, this does 
not mean sites under the threshold are poor or demonstrate significant quality issues. 
Sites of this type can score low for quality due to a lack of features and facilites that other 
types of open space, such as parks and gardens. This is because of the primary purpose 
of natural and semi-natural greenspace being to support and promote wildlife habitats. In 
addition, areas of these sites can be left to grow as part of wildlife management, which 
can for example, limts access to certain areas. 
 
3.3 Value 
 
The methodology for assessing value is set out in Part 2 (Methodology). The table below 
summarises the results of the value assessment for open spaces across Corby 
 
Table 3.3: Value scores for all open space typologies 
 

Typology  Threshold Scores No. of sites 

Lowest 
score 

Average 
score 

Highest 
score 

<20% >20% 

Allotments 

20% 

26% 28% 29% 0 8 

Amenity greenspace  6% 29% 70% 23 70 

Cemeteries/churchyards 30% 39% 60% 0 11 

Provision for children & 
young people 

20% 41% 64% 0 53 

Natural & semi-natural 
greenspace 

15% 26% 50% 11 23 

Park and gardens 41% 51% 55% 0 6 

TOTAL 6% 36% 64% 34 171 

 
The majority of sites (83%) are assessed as being above the threshold for value, 
reflecting the role and importance of open space provision to local communities and 
environments. 
 
Amenity greenspaces (25%) and natural and semi-natural greenspace (32%) have a 
slightly higher proportion of low value provision.  
 
For amenity greenspace, this reflects a lack of ancillary features at some sites leading to 
a lack of recreational use in comparison to other sites. The typology also contains a 
number of smaller sized sites. However, the value these provide in offering a visual and 
recreational amenity as well as a break in the built form can still be important. 
Furthermore, as started in the Northamptonshire Joint Core strategy, such facilities 
impact significantly on peoples quality of life and overall viability of communities.  
 
A high value site is considered to be one that is well used by the local community, well 
maintained (with a balance for conservation), provides a safe environment and has 
features of interest; for example, good quality play equipment and landscaping. Sites that 
provide for a cross section of users and have a multi-functional use are considered a 
higher value than those offering limited functions and viewed as unattractive. 
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3.4 Summary 
 

General summary 

 In total 205 sites in Corby are identified as open space provision. This is equivalent to over 
over 404 hectares. 

 Of assessed open space sites, over half of provision (69%) rates above the thresholds set 
for quality.  

 Proportionally, allotments score particularly well for quality, with 88% of sites rating above 
the set quality threshold. 

 The typology proportionally scoring lowest on quality is natural and semi-natural 
greenspace, with 41% of sites scoring below the threshold for quality. However, this does 
not mean sites under the threshold are poor or demonstrate significant quality issues.  

 The majority of all open spaces (83%) are assessed as being above the threshold for 
value. This reflects the importance of open space provision and its role offering social, 
environmental and health benefits. 
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PART 4: PARKS AND GARDENS 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
This typology often covers urban parks and formal gardens (including designed 
landscapes), which provide accessible high quality opportunities for informal recreation 
and community events. Country park sites may also provide opportunities and functions 
often associated with parks and as such, are included within this section.  
 
4.2 Current provision 
 
There are six sites classified as parks and gardens in Corby, the equivalent of over 142 
hectares. No site size threshold has been applied and, as such, all sites have been 
included within the typology. 
 
Two sites which are also important within the context of parks and gardens provision in 
the Borough are the historic parks and garden within Rockingham Castle and Kirby Hall. 
Due to an admissions fee, these sites are not included within this audit; however, should 
be acknowledged due to their importance in the area and cobntribution towards open 
space in terms of leisure and recreational activities.  
 
Table 4.1: Current park provision in Corby 
 

Analysis area Parks and gardens 

Number of 
sites 

Total hectares Current standard            

(ha per 1,000 population) 

Corby 6 142.61 2.13 

 
With the current provision of parks and gardens, Corby has a current standard of 2.13 
hectares per 1,000 head of population. The largest site and therefore the biggest 
contributor to this provision is Thoroughsale Woods (85.75 ha). This is followed by East 
Carlton Countryside Park (32.54 ha).  
 
Aside from being classified in the park and gardens typology, both the Thoroughsale 
Woods and East Carlton Countryside Park sites are considered to offer a dual use and 
purpose. Both could easily be classified as natural and semi-natural greenspaces as they 
provide opportunities linked with natural greenspace as well as containing many features 
associated with such forms of provision. To ensure no double counting of sites they are 
only included (in terms of quantity) in the parks and gardens typology. However, both 
sites are recognised in the natural and semi-natural greenspace section. 
 
Fields In Trust (FIT) suggests 0.80 hectares per 1,000 population as a guideline quantity 
standard. Table 4.1 shows that overall Corby is sufficient on this basis.  
 
4.3 Accessibility 
 
Accessibility guidance from Fields in Trust (FIT), suggests a 710m or 9-minute walk time. 
Therefore, these guidelines have been applied to catchment mapping for Corby, to help 
identify deficiencies in parks and gardens provision. This is shown in Figure 4.1 overleaf.
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Figure 4.1: Parks and gardens mapped against 710m or 9-minute walk time catchment  
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Table 4.2: Key to sites mapped  
 

Site ID Site name Quality 
score 

Value 
score 

25 Colyers Avenue Park 32.7% 40.9% 

30 Coronation Park 62.7% 54.5% 

43 East Carlton Countryside Park 79.2% 50.0% 

132 Thoroughsale Woods 73.6% 54.5% 

151 West Glebe Park 60.5% 54.5% 

154 Middleton Orchard 58.9% 50.0% 

 
Catchment mapping shows that the majority of areas of higher population density are 
covered by the 710m or 9-minute walk time catchment applied. However, there is a gap 
identified in the South of the area. These gaps are within the wards of Oakley North and 
Oakley South. The gap is also notable in the ward of Danesholme.  
 
A point to note, there are two early stage planning application, which have potential to 
meet these identified gaps.  
 
4.4 Quality 
 
To determine whether sites are high or low quality (as recommended by the Companion 
Guidance); scores from site assessments are colour-coded against a baseline threshold 
(high being green and low being red). The table overleaf summarises the results of the 
quality assessment for parks in Corby. A threshold of 60% is applied in order to identify 
high and low quality. The quality threshold for parks and gardens is set in line with the 
international Green Flag Award pass mark of 60%, used to access. Further explanation of 
how the quality scores and thresholds are derived can be found in Part 2 (Methodology).  
 
Table 4.3: Quality ratings for parks in Corby 
 

Analysis area Scores (%) Spread No. of sites 

Lowest 
score 

Average 
score 

Highest 
score <60% >60% 

Corby 33% 60% 79% 46% 2 4 

 
Of the six park and garden sites in Corby over half (66%) rate above the threshold, whilst 
33% rate below. As seen in the table above, there is a significant difference in quality 
between the highest scoring site (East Carlton Countryside Park) and the lowest coring 
site (Colyers Avenue Park).  
 
The sites within Corby scoring below the threshold are listed below: 
 
 Colyers Avenue Park (33%) 
 Middleton Orchard (59%) 
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It should be noted that Middleton Orchard only scores marginally below the threshold and 
has no specific quality issues. The lower quality score for this site can be attributed to 
fewer ancillary facilities in comparison to higher scoring sites.  
 
A point to note, Middleton Orchard is a work in progress. After receiving a Grantscape 
Grant to refurbish the garden walls, as well as add pathways, plant and trees, the Parish 
Council plan to continue to work on the site with the help of local volunteers.  
 
Colyers Avenue Park has limited ancillary features, including basic features, such as 
benches, bins and signage. Furthermore, the site has lower levels on maintenance and 
cleanliness as well as less defined pathways, which could result in accessibility issues for 
disabled users.  
 
Sites assessed as being of particularly high quality and as such, rate well above the 
threshold are East Carlton Countryside Park with a quality rating of 79% and 
Thoroughsale Woods with 74%.  
 
Both these sites are maintained to a high standard and provide a good range of features 
including toilets, parking, picnic tables, benches, bins and signage. Furthermore, the sites 
each provide a cafe for visitors, as well as a good network of well cared for pathways, 
allowing for people of all abilities to access the sites. Moreover, East Carlton Countryside 
Park has controls to prevent illegal use, helping users to feel safe, as well as a BBQ area; 
whilst Thoroughsale Woods provides outdoor gym equipment and a boating lake.  
 
Coronation Park, serving the Central Ward, was created in 1953. Through the Friends of 
Coronation Park group it has had investment from the People's Millions Lottery, a grant 
programme run by the Big Lottery and ITN. This contibuted to a bowling green being 
converted into a sensory garden. The site scores above the threshold with 63%. 
 
Green Flag 
 
The Green Flag Award scheme is licensed and managed by Keep Britain Tidy. It provides 
national standards for parks and greenspaces across England and Wales. Public service 
agreements, identified by the Department for Communities and Local Government 
(DCLG) highlight the importance placed on Green Flag status as an indicator of high 
quality. This in turn impacts upon the way parks and gardens are managed and 
maintained.  
 
A survey by improvement charity GreenSpace highlights that parks with a Green Flag 
Award provide more satisfaction to members of the public compared to those without it. 
Its survey of 16,000 park users found that more than 90% of Green Flag Award park 
visitors were very satisfied or satisfied with their chosen site, compared to 65% of visitors 
to non-Green Flag parks.  
 
To gain the award sites must be maintained to a high standard. Currently there is one 
park site in Corby with Green Flag Award status: Thoroughsale Woods. This is 
unsurprising given the broad range of features and opportunities it provides for users.  
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The site has outdoor gym equipment, wide well-maintained paths, a café and free car 
parking. Furthermore, Thoroughsale is managed on a day to day basis by Corby Borough 
Council and the Friends of Thoroughsale which is made up of over 30 local volunteers 
committed to raising the standard and protecting the woodland. Lighting was installed on 
the wooden walkway in 2014 and improvements to the entrance were made to attract 
usage.  
 
Should the Council wish to increase its number of Green Flag Award sites, there is 
potential to do this through sites such as East Carlton Countryside Park and Coronation 
Park. It is worth recognising that there is a cost involved in the Green Flag Award 
application process.  
 
4.5 Value 
 
To determine whether sites are high or low value (as recommended by the Companion 
Guidance); the scores from the site assessments have been colour-coded against a 
baseline threshold (high being green and low being red). The table below summarises the 
results of the value assessment for parks in Corby. A threshold of 20% is applied in order 
to identify high and low value. Further explanation of how the value scores are derived 
can be found in Part 2 (Methodology).  
 
Table 4.4: Value scores for parks by in Corby 
 

Analysis area Scores (%) Spread No. of sites 

Lowest 
score 

Average 
score 

Highest 
score <20% >20% 

Corby 41% 51% 55% 14% 0 6 

 
All parks are assessed as being of high value from the site visit assessments. This is 
supported from the findings of the consultation with a number of parish councils 
expressing the importance of parks and gardens in the community. For example, 
Middleton Parish Council describe how significant the Middleton Orchard is to the village, 
with significant events taking place here, such as village choir performances. 
 
Furthermore, many of the parks and gardens in Corby have an associated Friends of 
Group; often a sign of the importance sites provide to the local community. Park sites in 
Corby with a Friends of Groups include: 
 
 Coronation Park 
 East Carlton Countryside Park 
 West Glebe Park  
 Thoroughsale Woods 
 
All sites provide opportunities for a wide range of users and demonstrate the high social 
inclusion, health benefits and sense of place that parks can offer.  
 
The highest scoring sites for value are Thoroughsale Woods, Coronation Park and West 
Glebe Park, all of which score 55%.  
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One of the key aspects of the value placed on parks provision is their ability to function as 
a multipurpose form of open space provision. Parks provide opportunities for local 
communities and individuals to socialise and undertake a range of different activities, 
such as exercise, dog walking and taking children to the play area. Furthermore, parks 
sites have ecological value, providing habitats for a variety of wildlife. All this taken into 
account, parks and gardens are regularly recognised as being heavily integrated into 
people’s everyday lives.  
 
4.6 Summary 
 

Parks and gardens  

 Six sites are classified as parks and gardens totaling over 142 hectares.  

 Catchment mapping shows that the majority of areas of higher population density are 
covered by the 710m or 9-minute walk time catchment applied; however, there is a gap 
identified in the South of the area. These gaps are within the wards of Oakley North and 
Oakley South. The gap is also notable in the ward of Danesholme.  

 Of the six park and garden sites in Corby over half (66%) rate above the threshold, whilst 
33% rate below. There is a significant difference in quality between the highest scoring site 
(East Carlton Countryside Park) and the lowest scoring site (Colyers Avenue Park).  

 Thoroughsale Woods  is the only park site with Green Flag Award status.  

 All sites are assessed as being of high value, with the important social interaction, health 
benefits, ecological value and sense of place sites offer being recognised.  
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PART 5: NATURAL AND SEMI-NATURAL GREENSPACE  
 
5.1 Introduction 
 
The natural and semi-natural greenspace typology can include woodland (coniferous, 
deciduous, mixed) and scrub, grassland (e.g. down-land, meadow), heath or moor, 
wetlands (e.g. marsh, fen), wastelands (including disturbed ground), and bare rock 
habitats (e.g. cliffs, quarries, pits) and commons. Such sites are often associated with 
providing wildlife conservation, biodiversity and environmental education and awareness. 
 
5.2 Current provision 
 
In total 34 sites are identified as natural and semi-natural greenspace, totalling over 90 
hectares of provision. These totals do not include all provision in the area as a site size 
threshold of 0.2 hectares has been applied. Sites smaller than this are likely to be of less 
or only limited recreational value to residents. However, they may still make a wider 
contribution to local areas, in relation to community viability, quality of life  and health and 
wellbeing.  
 
Table 5.1: Current natural and semi-natural greenspace in Corby 
 

Analysis area Natural and semi-natural greenspace  

Number Size (ha) Current standard     

 (ha per 1,000 population) 

Corby 34 106.04 1.59 

 
With the current provision of natural and semi-natural greenspace (106.04ha), Corby has 
a current standard of 1.59 hectares per 1,000 head of population. The largest of the 
natural and semi-natural greenspace sites is Kings Wood LNR at 32.28 hectares, making 
up 31% of the total provision.  
 
It is important to recognise that other open spaces such as parks and amenity 
greenspace may also provide opportunities and activities associated with natural and 
semi-natural greenspace. For example, two park sites and one amenity greenspace site; 
Thoroughsale Woods, East Carlton Countryside Park and Weldon Woodland Park, are all 
considered to offer a dual use and purpose. Despite offering opportunities linked with 
natural greenspace they containing many features and faciltiies associated with parks 
provision.  
 
Fields In Trust (FIT) suggests 1.80 hectares per 1,000 population as a guideline quantity 
standard. On this basis Table 5.1 shows that overall there is a shortfall across Corby. 
However, this does not take account of the dual role the three parks sites provide (i.e. 
Thoroughsale Woods, East Carlton Countryside Park and Weldon Woodland Park). If 
these sites are factored into the provision of natural and semi-natural greenspace there is 
a total of 240.54 hectares of natural provision. This would be an equivalent to a current 
standard for natural and semi-natural provision of 3.59 hectares per 1,000 population. 
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Designations 
 
Within Corby there are a number of key wildlife sites including 50 local wildlife sites, with 
more proposed. There are also four pocket parks which are owned, maintained and used 
by the local community for recreation, the protection of wildlife and to provide access to 
the countryside. 
 
In terms of national designations, there are two local nature reserves (LNRs) accounting 
for 34.67 hectares identified in Corby: 
 
  Great Oakley Meadow LNR (1.87 hectares) 
  Kings Wood LNR (32.28 hectares) 
 
Kings Wood LNR is recognised as being a unique and important form of provision, both 
locally and nationally. The site, managed by The Wildlife Trust, is home to over 250 
different species of plants, as well as a wide variety of birds and invertebrates.  
 
5.3 Accessibility 
 
Natural England's Accessible Natural Greenspace Standard (ANGSt) provides a set of 
benchmarks for ensuring access to places near to where people live. They recommend 
that people living in towns and cities should have: 
 
 An accessible natural greenspace of at least two hectares in size, no more than 300 

metres (five minute walk) from home. 
 At least one accessible 20 hectare site within two kilometres of home. 
 One accessible 100 hectare site within five kilometres of home. 
 One accessible 500 hectare site within ten kilometres of home. 
 One hectare of statutory Local Nature Reserves per thousand population. 
 
On this basis, a population such as Corby (66,854) is recommended to have 
approximately 67 hectares of LNR. Currently a total of 34.15 hectares is identified, 
therefore falling short of the recommended amount.  
 
Areas within other sites such as Thoroughsale Woods, East Carlton Countryside Park 
and Weldon Woodland Park may offer the potential to explore opportunities for increasing 
the level of LNR designations across Corby if preferred. In addition, the Wildlife Site 
Survey for North Northamptonshire, published by the Wildlife Trust in 2006, highlighted a 
number of potential wildlife sites, which could possibly be considered for LNR status.  
 
The following ANGSt standards are met in terms of households: 
 

ANGSt benchmarks met 

56.7% of households within Corby have access to a site of at least 2 hectares within 300 metres 

54.3% of households within Corby have access to a site of at least 20 hectares within two 
kilometres 

0% of households within Corby have access to a site of at least 100 hectares within five 
kilometres 

0% of households within Corby have access to a site of at least 500 hectares within 10 
kilometres 
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The ANGSt Standard is used as part of the catchment mapping to help inform where 
deficiencies in provision may be located. Figure 5.2 shows a 300m walk time to sites over 
two hectares in size and a two kilometre walk time to sites over 20 hectares.  
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Figure 5.1: Natural and semi-natural greenspace mapped by analysis area 
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Figure 5.2: Natural and semi-natural greenspace with ANGSt
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Table 5.2: Key to sites mapped 
 

Site ID Site name Quality 
score 

Value 
score 

1 A6014 Natural Area 48.7% 26.4% 

6 Bankside Natural Area 36.8% 23.6% 

8 Bies Close Natural Area 43.9% 26.4% 

20 Church Street Natural Space 1 41.6% 20.9% 

21 Church Street Natural Space 2 36.1% 20.9% 

24 Cockerell Rd Natural Area 45.7% 19.1% 

27 Colyers Avenue Natural Space 51.7% 14.5% 

31 Cottingham Road Natural Area 54.3% 30.9% 

48 Gainsborough Road Natural Area 46.5% 27.3% 

49 Gainsborough Road Natural Area 2 36.8% 16.4% 

52 Great Oakley Meadow LNR 59.9% 34.5% 

54 Gretton Pocket Park 75.5% 54.5% 

55 Gretton Ponds 53.9% 30.0% 

62 Kings Wood LNR 57.2% 54.5% 

78 Natural Area behind Clovelly Court 42.4% 26.4% 

79 Natural Space (A6003) 40.5% 14.5% 

85 Oakley Road Natural Area 55.0% 20.0% 

87 Off A6003 Natural Space 51.7% 25.5% 

88 Off Lewin Road Greenspace 57.2% 30.9% 

121 Stanion Pocket Park 65.1% 26.4% 

122 Station Rd Natural Space 45.0% 15.5% 

130 The Dale, Cottingham (Pocket Park) 40.5% 30.0% 

134 Torksey Close Green 38.7% 15.5% 

135 Tower Hill Road Green Area 49.4% 16.4% 

137 Twin Ponds 1, Oakley Vale 68.4% 50.0% 

138 Twin Ponds 2, Oakley Vale 63.6% 50.0% 

139 Uppingham Road Natural Area 42.0% 16.4% 

140 Uppingham Road Natural Space 61.0% 40.9% 

147 Weldon Natural Area (Pocket Park) 49.4% 16.4% 

164 Diamond Drive 73.2% 48.2% 

173 Local Plan E10 21.9% 14.5% 

183 South of Cottingham Hall and north of Jurassic Way 42.0% 25.5% 

185 Station Road Gretton 40.1% 21.8% 

187 Weldon Local Plan L29 48.7% 15.5% 

 
Based on ANGSt, Figure 5.2 demonstrates significant gaps in natural and semi-natural 
greenspace sites in the Urban North Analysis Area. This affects the wards of Rowlett, 
Lloyds, Lodge Park and Rowlett.  
 
Management 
 
Corby Borough Council owns a high proportion (48%) of natural and semi-natural 
greenspaces; however, the management and maintenance of sites varies between a 
range of organisations including Northamptonshire Wildlife Trust and the Kier Group. 
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There is a specific Woodland Project Team committed to providing well managed 
woodlands across Corby; including local engagement and national recognition. The Team 
works collaboratively with local volunteers and groups in order to raise the standard and 
protect such important forms of provision.  
 
5.4 Quality 
 
To determine whether sites are high or low quality (as recommended by the Companion 
Guidance) scores from the site assessments are colour-coded against a baseline 
threshold (high being green and low being red). The table below summarises the results 
of the quality assessment for natural and semi-natural greenspace in Corby. A threshold 
of 45% is applied in order to identify high and low quality. Further explanation of how the 
quality scores are derived can be found in Part 2 (Methodology).  
 
Table 5.3: Quality rating for natural and semi-natural greenspace in Corby 
 

Analysis area Scores (%) Spread No. of sites 

Lowest 
score 

Average 
score 

Highest 
score <45% >45% 

Corby 22% 50% 75% 54% 14 20 

 
Natural and semi-natural greenspace has a slightly lower quality threshold than some 
other open space typologies such as parks and play areas. This reflects the wide-ranging 
characteristics of provision. For instance, natural and semi-natural sites can be 
intentionally without ancillary facilities in order to reduce misuse/inappropriate behaviour 
whilst encouraging greater conservation. 
 
Of natural and semi-natural sites assessed, a total of 20 sites (59%) in Corby rate above 
the threshold set for quality. There are however 14 sites that rate below the quality 
threshold applied.  
 
All sites scoring below the threshold for quality tend to be devoid of basic ancillary 
features such as benches and bins; however, as previously mentioned, this can be due to 
their purpose as a habitat and even some higher scoring sites lack such features. Seven 
of the 12 sites scoring below the threshold do not appear to have sufficiently accessible 
entrances, limiting access for some users to the site. The lowest scoring sites are listed 
below. 
 
 Local Plan E10 (22%) 
 Church Street Natural Space 2 (32%) 
 Bankside Natural Area (37%) 
 Gainsborough Road Natural Area 2 (37%) 
 
These sites are observed as appearing to have lower levels of maintenance and 
cleanliness, as well as lower standards of pathway preservation. Gainsborough Road 
Natural Area 2 is also noted as having obstructions including fallen logs, preventing easy 
access to all areas of the site.  
 
A point to note Bies Close Natural Area is noted as having some issues with levels of 
litter and Natural Area behind Clovelly Court is observed as having issues with drainage, 
resulting in waterlogging at the time of the site visit assessment.  
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Most sites scoring above the threshold are observed as being more attractive due to the 
perceived higher levels of maintenance and cleanliness. The highest scoring sites are:  
 
 Gretton Pocket Park (75%) 
 Diamond Drive (73%) 
 Twin Ponds 1, Oakley Vale (68%) 
 Stanion Pocket Park (65%) 
 Twin Ponds 2, Oakley Vale (64%) 
 
These sites have the added benefit of ancillary features such as benches, signage, bins 
and picnic tables. Moreover, all these sites contain a pond or water feature, providing a 
point of interest for site users. The sites are also observed as having good disabled 
access, with well-maintained pathways and good levels of personal security.  
 
5.5 Value 
 

To determine whether sites are high or low value (as recommended by the Companion 
Guidance) scores from site assessments have been colour-coded against a baseline 
threshold (high being green and low being red). The table below summarises the results 
of the value assessment for natural and semi-natural greenspace in Corby. A threshold of 
20% is applied in order to identify high and low value. Further explanation of how the 
value scores are derived can be found in Part 2 (Methodology).  
 
Table 5.4: Value scores for natural and semi-natural greenspace in Corby 
 

Analysis area Scores (%) Spread No. of sites 

Lowest 
score 

Average 
score 

Highest 
score <20% >20% 

Corby 15% 26% 55% 40% 11 23 

 
Of the natural and semi-natural greenspace sites assessed, the majority (68%) rate 
above the threshold for value. 11 sites rate below the threshold. 
 
Sites scoring below the threshold for value do not appear to be particularly well used as 
access is uncertain, and once found, access is frequently narrow and/or limiting. In 
addition, they are perceived to be lacking in general maintenance and cleanliness in 
comparison to other sites. For example, Weldon Natural Area (Pocket Park) is observed 
as having issues with general maintenance as at the time of the visit there was noticeable 
rubbish and a broken bench. Issues with quality can have a direct impact on value, as 
individuals are less likely to use a site which is unappealing. This is evidenced by four 
sites which score low for quality as well as value.  
 
Despite some sites scoring below the threshold, the habitat opportunities the sites provide 
are still recognised. For instance, the stream and tree presence at Weldon Natural Area 
(Pocket Park) offers opportunities for wildlife habitats. 
 
One of the highest scoring site for value is Gretton Pocket Park (55%), which also scores 
the highest for quality. This site is attractive, well maintained and caters for a wide range 
of users due to its good access and well established paths. Furthermore, this site is highly 
valued within the community, being cared for by a friends of group, as well as being used 
as part of a Forest Schools programme.  
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Kings Wood LNR scores joint highest for value with 55%. Not only is this site an important 
conservation site, it also has a strong level of community involvement. The site has a 
fortnightly walking group and regular working parties organised by the Friends of 
Kingswood Group. These all add to the enhancement of the sites social benefits and 
value.   
 
The high proportion of sites to rate above the threshold for value demonstrates the added 
benefit natural and semi-natural greenspaces can provide especially in terms of 
contributing to flora and fauna promotion. Sites are recognised as providing habitat 
opportunities as well as breaking up the urban form; larger sites also provide a good 
recreational offer. Prominent sites of this type can even act as destination site, attracting 
users from other areas outside of Corby.  
 
5.6 Summary  
 

Natural and semi-natural greenspace summary 

 Corby has 34 natural and semi-natural greenspace sites covering 106.04 hectares.  

 There is a fairly good distribution of natural and semi-natural greenspace sites across 
Corby. There is; however, a notable gap in the centre of the area, which is also an area of 
higher population density. This in particular affects the wards of Rowlett and Lloyds. 
Despite this, a need for additional provision is unlikely due to these gaps being met by 
parks and gardens provision, which can provide similar opportunities to that of natural and 
semi-natural greenspace.  

 There are currently two designated LNRs in Corby; Kings Wood LNR and Great Oakley 
Meadow LNR. With a current total of 34.15 hectares of LNR, Corby falls short of the 
recommended ANGSt Standard set by Natural England of 1 hectare per 1,000 head of 
population.  

 Of natural and semi-natural sites assessed, a total of 20 sites (59%) in Corby rate above 
the threshold set for quality. There are 14 sites that rate below the quality threshold applied.  

 Most sites (68%) rate above the threshold for value. Eleven score below the threshold. Six 
of these sites also rate low for quality. However, they still offer a role as habitat provision. 

 The high proportion of sites to rate above the threshold for value, demonstrates the added 
benefit natural and semi-natural greenspaces can provide especially in terms of 
contributing to flora and fauna, providing habitats and breaking up the urban form. Larger 
sites also provide a good recreational offer.  
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PART 6: AMENITY GREENSPACE  
 
6.1 Introduction 
 
This is defined as sites offering opportunities for informal activities close to home or work 
or enhancement of the appearance of residential or other areas. It includes informal 
recreation spaces, housing green spaces, village greens and other incidental space. 
 
6.2 Current provision 
 
There are 93 amenity greenspace sites in Corby equivalent to over 134 hectares of 
provision. Sites are most often found within areas of housing and function as informal 
recreation space or open space along highways providing a visual amenity. A number of 
recreation grounds and playing fields are also classified as amenity greenspace.  
 
Table 6.1: Distribution of amenity greenspace sites in Corby 
 

Analysis area Amenity greenspace  

Number Size (ha) Current standard  

(ha per 1,000 population) 

Corby 93 134.04 2.0 

 
It is important to note that whilst a large proportion of provision may be considered as 
being smaller grassed areas or roadside verges, there is some variation of sites within 
this typology. For example, small sites such as Honiton Gardens Green at 0.2 hectares, 
to the largest, Rockingham Triangle Sports Complex, at over 19 hectares. Larger 
recreation grounds and playing fields serve a different purpose to smaller grassed areas 
and verges; often providing an extended range of opportunities for recreational and 
sporting activities due to their size.    
 
Fields In Trust (FIT) suggests 0.60 hectares per 1,000 population as a guideline quantity 
standard. Table 6.1 shows that overall Corby is sufficient on this basis.  
 
6.3 Accessibility 
 
Accessibility guidance from Fields in Trust (FIT), suggests a 480m or 6-minute walk time. 
Therefore, these guidelines have been applied to catchment mapping for Corby, to help 
identify deficiencies in amenity greenspace provision. This is show in Figure 6.1 and 6.2 
overleaf.
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Figure 6.1: Amenity greenspace with 480m or 6-minute walk time catchment 
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Figure 6.2: Amenity greenspace with 480m or 6-minute walk time catchment within areas of higher population density 
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Table 6.2: Key to sites mapped 
 

Site 
ID 

Site name Quality 
score 

Value 
score 

2 Abington Road Greenspace 48.9% 32.0% 

3 Abington Road Playing Fields 58.9% 30.0% 

4 Alberta Close Green Space 40.7% 35.0% 

5 Balmoral Green Space 42.6% 14.0% 

9 Bluebell Close AGS 52.6% 39.0% 

10 Bonnington Walk Recreation Ground 58.6% 40.0% 

11 Breedon Close Green 32.2% 25.0% 

12 Bridgefield Place Greenspace 43.1% 23.0% 

13 Brigstock Road Playing Field, Stanion 48.9% 30.0% 

14 Broughton Road 43.5% 29.0% 

15 Burghley Drive Greenspace 42.5% 18.0% 

16 Burghley Drive Recreational Area 47.1% 35.0% 

17 Cecil Drive Greenspace 47.8% 30.0% 

18 Charter Field Greenspace 46.7% 29.0% 

26 Colyers Avenue Green Space 32.2% 17.0% 

29 Corner of Blake Road/Sandby Road 39.9% 29.0% 

32 Counts Farm Greenspace 47.7% 35.0% 

33 Cransley Gardens Greenspace 49.8% 35.0% 

36 Danesholme Greenspace 2 45.8% 40.0% 

37 Danesholme Recreation Ground 1 57.9% 34.0% 

38 Dolver Close Green 57.1% 44.0% 

39 Duckworth Road Greenspace 38.4% 18.0% 

40 Dunedin Road Greenspace 38.3% 21.0% 

41 Earlstrees Road 46.3% 24.0% 

44 Ennerdale Green Space 50.5% 35.0% 

47 Gainsborough Road Greenspace 34.4% 23.0% 

50 Glastonbury Road Greenspace 51.8% 29.0% 

51 Greasley Walk Greenspace 44.2% 24.0% 

57 Halifax Square Greenspace 47.1% 29.0% 

58 Hazelwood Neighbourhood Centre playing fields 55.0% 34.0% 

59 Home Farm Close Green (Pocket Park) 43.4% 33.0% 

60 Honiton Gardens Green 36.8% 23.0% 

61 Kettering Road Junction Greenspace 41.4% 17.0% 

63 Kingsbrook Green 38.1% 29.0% 

66 Kingswood Tree Belt 43.4% 17.0% 

72 Lewin Road Green Space 27.2% 11.0% 

73 Lewis Road Greenspace 39.0% 34.0% 

75 Mantlefield Road Green Space 42.1% 17.0% 

76 Markham Walk Greenspace 42.1% 25.0% 

77 Merestone Road Greenspace 55.0% 24.0% 

81 Newark Drive Greenspace 41.3% 29.0% 

82 Rutland Close Recreation Area 43.4% 23.0% 

83 Oakley Road Greenspace 52.3% 49.0% 

84 Oakley Road Greenspace 2 31.2% 12.0% 
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Site 
ID 

Site name Quality 
score 

Value 
score 

89 Off Rockingham Road Greenspace 46.2% 24.0% 

90 Ollerton Walk Recreation Greenspace 51.1% 30.0% 

91 Orchard Close 2 40.9% 23.0% 

93 Pevansey Walk Recreation Area 52.3% 40.0% 

94 Phoenix Parkway 26.1% 6.0% 

95 Pick Field 26.6% 12.0% 

96 Pilot Road 16.2% 11.0% 

97 Raleigh Close Green 42.9% 22.0% 

100 Rockingham Road 46.1% 29.0% 

103 Rockingham Road Green Space 39.2% 24.0% 

104 Rockingham Triangle Sports Complex 54.2% 40.0% 

105 Rosedale Avenue Greenspace 38.7% 17.0% 

106 Rowlett Road Green Space 42.9% 30.0% 

107 Rowlett Road Green Space 47.1% 25.0% 

108 Sarrington Road Green Space 49.7% 40.0% 

109 Saxon Way East Green Space 39.7% 19.0% 

110 Shetland Way Green Area 46.1% 39.0% 

112 Southall Road Greenspace 38.6% 13.0% 

113 Sower Leys Road Green Space 47.0% 17.0% 

114 Spalding Road Green Space 39.2% 35.0% 

123 Stephenson Way Greenspace 53.9% 35.0% 

126 Studfall Avenue Greenspace 41.7% 18.0% 

128 Tay Close Green Space 32.2% 24.0% 

131 Thomas Close Green Area 34.4% 30.0% 

133 Toddmorgan Road Greenspace 41.3% 25.0% 

136 Tunwell Lane Greenspace 35.2% 18.0% 

141 Vian Way Green Space 36.0% 32.0% 

142 Viking Way Green 35.7% 29.0% 

143 Viking Way Greenspace 34.9% 16.0% 

145 Weldon Green 42.1% 19.0% 

146 Weldon Ind Estate Green Space 1 41.0% 12.0% 

150 Weldon Woodland Park 46.2% 50.0% 

153 Wimborn Walk Greenspace 41.5% 18.0% 

155 Glover Court greenspace  41.3% 29.0% 

162 Bankside 31.7% 39.0% 

165 Dumble Close 41.3% 39.0% 

166 Dunnock Road 45.3% 23.0% 

167 Dunnock Road 43.9% 50.0% 

168 Grantham Walk 49.8% 20.0% 

170 Gretton Village Green 49.4% 38.0% 

171 Lewin Road 41.3% 18.0% 

172 Little Stanion 47.1% 39.0% 

174 Ludlow Walk 56.5% 69.0% 

176 Lyveden Way/Boughton Road 41.3% 22.0% 

177 Lyveden Way/Butland Road 53.3% 55.0% 

178 Oakley Vale Park 83.2% 70.0% 
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Site 
ID 

Site name Quality 
score 

Value 
score 

182 Priors Hall Open Space Lilford Place 66.4% 54.0% 

184 Stanmere Road 52.3% 39.0% 

186 Torksey Close 46.9% 45.0% 

 
Mapping demonstrates a fairly good distribution of amenity greenspace provision across 
Corby, with the majority of areas of higher population density being served by a form of 
amenity provision. The only notable gap is situated in the south of the area, in the wards 
of Oakley South.  
 
6.4 Quality 
 
To determine whether sites are high or low quality (as recommended by the Companion 
Guidance); the scores from site assessments have been colour-coded against a baseline 
threshold (high being green and low being red). The table below summarises the results 
of the quality assessment for amenity greenspaces in Corby. A threshold of 40% is 
applied in order to identify high and low quality. Further explanation of how the quality 
scores and thresholds are derived can be found in Part 2 (Methodology). 
 
Table 6.3: Quality ratings for amenity greenspaces in Corby 
  

Analysis area Scores (%) Spread No. of sites 

Lowest 
score 

Average 
score 

Highest 
score <40% >40% 

Corby 16% 44% 83% 67% 26 67 

 
A total of 72% of amenity greenspace sites in Corby rate above the threshold for quality. 
The highest scoring sites for quality are: 

 

 Oakley Vale Park (83%) 

 Priors Hall Open Space Lilford Place (66%) 
 Abington Road Playing Fields (59%) 
 Bonnington Walk Recreation Ground (59%) 
 

 

 

All four sites are observed as having high standards of maintenance and cleanliness, 
resulting in a good overall appearance. In addition, they provide good levels of user 
security.  
 
The sites have bins to prevent excessive littering and pathways suitable for various users. 
In addition, Abington Road has car parking, whilst Bonnington Walk Recreation Ground 
has lighting to help increase personal security levels for users and support in helping to 
reduce levels of misuse.  
 
It possible to play ball games at all the above sites, with Abington Road Playing Fields 
having marked out football pitches and goal posts. Larger amenity greenspace sites often 
lend themselves to sporting opportunities such as football. It is observed that 16 sites in 
Corby are used for football, whether it be for organised matches or casual kick arounds. 
These sporting opportunities as well as other added features on site, such as good quality 
play areas, provide increased reasons for people to visit such provision. 
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The majority of sites scoring below the threshold are smaller sites and are therefore 
observed as being fairly basic and small pockets of green space. However, despite 
having little recreational use and fewer ancillary facilities, it is important to recognise they 
provide a visual amenity and help to break up the urban form. Two of the lowest scoring 
amenity greenspace sites in Corby are: 
 

 Pilot Road (16%)  
 Phoenix Parkway (26%) 

 

Both these sites lack any ancillary features and formal pathways. In addition both sites 
have specific issues relating to general cleanliness and maintenance. This impacts on 
their overall appearance and attractiveness.  
 
Three other sites are also noted as having a lower standard of genral appearance 
perceived to be relating to overall maintenance: 
 
 Charter Field Greenspace (47%) 
 Tettenhall Close Green (34%) 
 
Despite a lower score for general appearance, the Charter Field Greenspace still rates 
above the threshold for quality. It is important to recognise that despite some sites rating 
below the threshold for quality, they may still have the potential to be important to the 
community. For instance, if a site is the only form of open space in that local area it may 
be of higher value given it is the only provision of its type. It may also provide a visual 
function. These kind of open spaces can have a wider contribution to local areas, in 
relation to community viability, quality of life  and health and wellbeing.  
 
6.5 Value 
 

To determine whether sites are high or low value (as recommended by the Companion 
Guidance) site assessments scores are colour-coded against a baseline threshold (high 
being green and low being red). The table below summarises the results. A threshold of 
20% is applied in order to identify high and low value. Further explanation of the value 
scoring and thresholds can be found in Part 2 (Methodology). 
 
Table 6.4: Value ratings for amenity greenspace in Corby 
 

Analysis area Scores (%) Spread No. of sites 

Lowest 
score 

Average 
score 

Highest 
score <20% >20% 

Corby 6% 29% 70% 64% 23 70 

 
Most amenity greenspaces (75%) rate above the threshold for value. Overall, a greater 
proportion of sites are rated as high value compared to high quality.  
 
Sites scoring below the value threshold tend to be grassed areas with a lack or no 
noticeable features which are small in size thus their low value rating. They are; however, 
acknowledged to provide some visual amenity to their locality and it is important to note 
that the main role of certain sites is to simply act as a grassed area, providing breaks in 
the urban form. Some of the lowest scoring sites for value are: 
  
 Phoenix Parkway (6%)                      
 Lewin Road Greenspace 1 (11%) 
 

 Pilot Road (11%) 
 Pick Field (12%) 
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All four of these sites also rate below the threshold for quality. In total, there are 18 sites 
that rate below the threshold for value which also rate low for quality. This is due to 
quality often impacting on value. Should a site be less attractive, or provide less 
recreational opportunity, people are less likely to visit the site.  
 
Some of the highest scoring sites for value in Corby are: 
 
 Oakley Vale Park (70%) 
 Ludlow Walk (69%) 

 Lyveden Way/Butland Road (55%) 
 Priors Hall Open Space Lilford Place (54%) 

 
These sites are recognised for the accessible, good quality recreational opportunities they 
offer (such as sports and play provision) for a wide range of users.  
 
Amenity greenspace should be recognised for its multi-purpose function, offering 
opportunities for a variety of leisure and recreational activities. It can often accommodate 
informal recreational activity such as casual play and dog walking. Many sites in Corby 
offer a dual function and are amenity resources for residents as well as being visually 
pleasing.  
 
These attributes add to the quality, accessibility and visibility of amenity greenspace. 
Combined with the presence of facilities (e.g. benches, landscaping and trees) this 
means that the better quality sites are likely to be more respected and valued by the local 
community.  
 
6.6 Summary 
 

Amenity greenspace summary 

 There are 93 amenity greenspace sites in Corby; over 134 hectares of provision.  

 Mapping demonstrated a fairly good distribution of amenity greenspace provision across 
Corby, with the majority of areas of higher population density being served. The only 
notable gap is situated in the south, across the wards of Oakley North and Oakley South.  

 Over half (72%) of amenity greenspace sites in Corby rate above the threshold for quality. 
Many of the low scoring sites are marginally below the threshold. 

 The majority of sites scoring below the threshold are smaller sites and are observed as 
being fairly basic, small pockets of green space.  

 In addition to its multifunctional role, amenity greenspace makes a valuable contribution to 
visual aesthetics for communities – hence most sites (75%) rate above the value threshold. 

 There are 12 sites rating low for quality and value. This is due to quality often impacting on 
value. Should a site be less attractive, or provide less recreational opportunity, people are 
less likely to visit the site.  
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PART 7: PROVISION FOR CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE 
 
7.1 Introduction 
 
This includes areas designated primarily for play and social interaction involving children 
and young people, such as equipped play areas, ball courts, skateboard areas and 
teenage shelters.  
 
Provision for children is deemed to be sites consisting of formal equipped play facilities 
typically associated with play areas. This is usually perceived to be for children under 12 
years of age. Provision for young people can include equipped sites that provide more 
robust equipment catering to older age ranges incorporating facilities such as skate 
parks, BMX, basketball courts, youth shelters and MUGAs. 
 
7.2 Current provision 
 
A total of 53 sites are identified in Corby as provision for children and young people. This 
combines to create a total of more than four hectares. No site size threshold has been 
applied and as such all provision is identified and included within the audit. 
 
Table 7.1: Distribution of provision for children and young people in Corby 
 

Analysis area Provision for children and young people 

Number Size (ha) Current standard  

(ha per 1,000 population) 

Coby 53 4.84 0.07 

 
Play areas can be classified in the following ways to identify their effective target 
audience utilising Fields In Trust (FIT) guidance. FIT provides widely endorsed guidance 
on the minimum standards for play space. 
 
 LAP - a Local Area of Play. Usually small landscaped areas designed for young 

children. Equipment is normally age group specific to reduce unintended users. 
 LEAP - a Local Equipped Area of Play. Designed for unsupervised play and a wider 

age range of users; often containing a wider range of equipment types.   
 NEAP - a Neighbourhood Equipped Area of Play. Cater for all age groups. Such sites 

may contain MUGA, skate parks, youth shelters, adventure play equipment and are 
often included within large park sites.   

 
Play provision in Corby is summarised using the Fields In Trust (FIT) classifications. Most 
is identified as being of LEAP (36%) or LAP (30%) classification.  
 
Table 7.2: Distribution of provision for children and young people by FIT category 
 

Analysis area Provision for children and young people 

LAP LEAP NEAP Youth/ 
casual 

TOTAL 

Corby 16 19 6 12 53 
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Only standalone forms of youth provision are classified. This may mean at a particular 
site more than one form of play provision is identified. For example, a site may contain 
typical forms of play equipment but it may also have a form of provision aimed at older 
age groups (i.e. MUGA, skate park).  
 
Consultation with Middleton Parish Council highlights a possible joint venture with 
Cottingham Parish Council, to install a skate park at Cottingham Recreation Ground. 
Further consultation with the Council reports that as part of this project, consultation has 
been conducted with young people in both Cottingham and neighbouring parishes. There 
have also been attempts to generate local interest in setting up and delivering fundraising 
events; however, due to a lack of interest and funding, the project is at risk of coming to 
an end.  
 
7.3 Accessibility 
 
Accessibility guidance from Fields in Trust (FIT), suggests between a 100m (or 1-minute 
walk time) up to a 1,000m (or 12.5-minute walk time). The suggested guidelines for each 
form of play provision are shown in Table 7.3.  
 
Table 7.3: Accessibility guidelines from Fields in Trust (FIT) for play provision 
 

Form of play provision Walking guideline Approximate time 
equivalent 

Play areas & informal 
sports facilities 

LAP 100m 1 minute 

LEAP 400m 5 minute 

NEAP 1,000m 12 ½ minute 

Other provision  

(e.g. MUGA, Skate park) 
700m 9 minute 

 
It is considered that the 100m catchment for LAP provision is too small a catchment to 
realistically represent any meaningful ‘on the ground’ analysis. Consequently the 400m 
catchment FIT suggest has been used for both LAP and LEAP forms of provision. 
Similarly, the 700m walking guidline for Other forms of provision (i.e. skate parks) is also 
considred too small to represent the distance users of such provision are willing to travel. 
Therefore, the 1,000m walking guidline has been applied.  
 
Figure 7.1 shows the applied catchments to help inform where deficiencies in provision 
may be located. 
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Figure 7.1: Provision for children and young people with walk times mapped against analysis area 
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Figure 7.2: Provision for children and young people with walk times mapped against areas of higher population density 
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Table 7.4: Key to sites mapped 
 

Site ID Site name Quality 
score 

Value 
score 

3.1 Abington Castle Play Area 84.2% 54.5% 

7 Berryfield Road Play Area, Cottingham 56.0% 45.5% 

10.1 Hazelwood Play Area  60.8% 27.3% 

13.1 Stanion Play Area 82.5% 23.6% 

16.1 Burghley Drive Play Area 49.8% 36.4% 

18.1 The Old Village Play Area 54.6% 32.7% 

18.2 Charters Field Teenage Shelter 45.0% 63.6% 

25.1 Colyers Avenue Football Area 38.1% 45.5% 

25.2 Colyers Avenue Play Area 46.7% 36.4% 

32.1 Counts Farm BMX 30.9% 23.6% 

32.2 Counts Farm Road Play Area 65.6% 45.5% 

32.3 Counts Farm Road Multi Purpose 61.9% 45.5% 

33.1 Cransley Gardens Play Area 61.2% 45.5% 

37.1 Stavanger Close Play Area 77.0% 45.5% 

37.2 Danesholme Recreation Ground ball court 59.1% 45.5% 

37.3 Danesholme Recreation Ground basketball hoop 48.5% 45.5% 

43.1 East Carlton Play Area 92.1% 45.5% 

44.1 Ennerdale Play Area 46.7% 54.5% 

50.1 Glastonbury Road Play Area 74.9% 32.7% 

56.1 Yardley Close Play Area 47.8% 32.7% 

58.1 Hazelwood Neighbourhood Centre ball court 64.6% 36.4% 

58.2 Hazelwood  Neighbourhood Centre Play Area 75.6% 27.3% 

67 Kirby Road BMX track 83.2% 41.8% 

68 Kirby Road Half Pipe 87.6% 54.5% 

69 Kirby Road Play Area 87.6% 54.5% 

73.1 Breck Close Play Area 49.5% 45.5% 

77.1 Merestone Road Playground 42.6% 36.4% 

82.1 Norfolk Close Play Area 47.4% 45.5% 

90.1 Ollerton Walk Play Area 48.1% 63.6% 

91.1 Rose Avenue Play Area 47.4% 38.2% 

93.1 Becks Green Play Area 74.2% 36.4% 

93.2 Becks Green Play Area 55.3% 45.5% 

99 Rockingham Play Area 78.7% 50.9% 

106.1 Kingsley Drive Play area 48.8% 45.5% 

107.1 Wharfedale Play Area 37.1% 32.7% 

108.1 Studd Fall Play Area 56.4% 27.3% 

110.1 Shetland Way Ball Court 67.4% 45.5% 

110.2 Shetland Way Play Area 63.2% 36.4% 

114.2 Kingswood Neighbourhood ball court 46.4% 45.5% 

114.3 Kingswood recreation Centre Play Area 55.7% 54.5% 

115 Spinney Road Play Area 42.6% 23.6% 

123.1 Stephenson Way Play Area 76.3% 45.5% 

132.1 Boating Lake Adventure Playground 88.0% 54.5% 

144 Waver Close Green Play Facilities 40.9% 36.4% 
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Site ID Site name Quality 
score 

Value 
score 

150.2 Weldon Woodland Play Area 74.2% 27.3% 

150.3 Weldon Woodland Young People's Facilities 50.2% 45.5% 

151.1 Play Area West Glebe Park 75.6% 45.5% 

159 Carltonwood Close Play Area 64.9% 54.5% 

163 Conyger Close Play Area 55.0% 20.0% 

175 Lyveden Way Play Area 54.3% 36.4% 

179 Outfield Close Play Area 56.0% 20.0% 

180 Play area Butland Road 78.4% 36.4% 

181 Playground at Pascal Close 53.3% 23.6% 

 
There is a good spread of provision across Corby. All areas with a greater population 
density are within walking distance of a form of play provision. The only gap is in the 
south of the area, to the south east of the Oakley South Ward; however, this gap is not 
significant.  
 
The need for gaps in walk time mapping to be met by new forms of provision will be 
explored in the Standards Paper to follow. 
 
7.4 Quality  
 
In order to determine whether sites are high or low quality (as recommended by 
guidance); the scores from the site assessments have been colour-coded against a 
baseline threshold (high being green and low being red). The table below summarises the 
results of the quality assessment for play provision for children and young people in 
Corby. A threshold of 50% is applied in order to identify high and low quality. Further 
explanation of the quality scoring and thresholds can be found in Part 2 (Methodology).  
 
The quality assessment of play sites does not include a detailed technical risk 
assessment of equipment. For an informed report on the condition of play equipment the 
Council’s own inspection reports should be sought. 
 
Table 7.5: Quality ratings for provision for children and young people  
 

Analysis area Scores (%) Spread No. of sites 

Lowest 
score 

Average 
score 

Highest 
score <50% >50% 

Corby 31% 61% 92% 61% 17 36 

 
Quality of provision is generally good across Corby with over two thirds of sites assessed 
as above the threshold (68%). There are however 17 sites rating below the threshold. 
Notably there is a significant spread (61%) between the highest and lowest scoring sites, 
with CountsFarm BMX scoring 28% compared to East Carlton Play Area (92%).  
 
The low score for Counts Farm BMX reflects its lack of ancillary features; however, 
Counts Farm Play Area, located at the same site has bins and benches. As such, it may 
not be considered necessary to provide more in close proximity to the BMX track. 
Furthermore, the gradient naturally scores low as it is a BMX track so requires slopes. 
Taking this into account, despite being the lowest scoring site, this is based on amenities 
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and not on site appearance. In fact, the site scores well for overall maintenance and 
cleanliness.  
In contrast, a number of sites are reported to have lower levels of cleanliness and 
maintenance. Two stand out sites are Burghley Drive Play Area and Merestone Road 
Playground, which are reported as having issues with litter, as well as the equipment 
showing signs of aging and wear.  
 
In contrast, East Carlton Play Area rates the highest due to its range and excellent 
condition of play equipment. It also benefits from additional features such as seating, 
bins, signage and fencing. Other sites to receive particularly high ratings for quality 
include: 
 
 Boating Lake Adventure Playground (88%) 
 Kirby Road Half Pipe (88%) 
 Kirby Road Play Area (88%) 

 

 Abington Castle Play Area (84%)  
 Kirby Road BMX track (83%) 

These play areas again, have a good range of well-maintained equipment, and are also 
uniquely and cleverly designed. For example, Abington Castle Play Area is built like a 
castle. In addition, the above sites provide a safe environment with good ancillary 
features and facilities. Boating Lake Adventure Playground, albeit on a slight incline, 
scored excellent for surface and equipment quality, personal security and controls to 
prevent illegal use. It also has parking and plenty of signage, bins and benches.  
 
Of the 17 sites to rate below the threshold for quality. Some of the lowest scoring sites 
include: 
 
 Counts Farm BMX (28%) 
 Wharfedale Play Area (37%) 
 Colyers Avenue Football Area (38%) 
 Spinney Road Play Area (42%) 
 

 

Spinney Road Play Area and Wharfedale Play Area is observed as having limited 
equipment. Wharfedale Play Area has even had some equipment removed. The 
remaining equipment at this site has been subject to high volumes of graffiti. Similar 
issues are noted at other sites such as Shetland Way Play Area and Norfolk Close Play 
Area, which have some missing equipment. Stavanger Close Play Area is also observed 
as showing signs of vandalism (e.g. broken hang glider, graffiti on the multi play and a 
dented bench).  
 
Colyers Avenue Football Area contains many molehills, creating a lumpy surface in front 
of the kick wall. This therefore hinders use and ultimately lowers the quality of this site.  
 
7.5 Value 
 
To determine whether sites are high or low value (as recommended by the Companion 
Guidance) site assessment scores are colour-coded against a baseline threshold (high 
being green and low being red). The table overleaf summarises the results of the value 
assessment for children and young people in Corby. A threshold of 20% is applied in 
order to identify high and low value. Further explanation of the value scoring and 
thresholds can be found in Part 2 (Methodology).  
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Table 7.6: Value ratings for provision for children and young people in Corby 
 

Analysis area Scores (%) Spread No. of sites 

Lowest 
score 

Average 
score 

Highest 
score <20% >20% 

Corby 20% 40% 64% 44% 0 53 

 
All play provision in Corby is rated as being above the threshold for value. This 
demonstrates the role play provision provides in allowing children to play but also the 
contribution sites make in terms of giving children and young people safe places to learn, 
to socialise with others and in creating aesthetically pleasing local environments.  
 
Sites scoring particularly high for value tend to reflect the size and amount/range and 
standard of equipment present on site. Some of the highest scoring sites are: 
 
 Charters Field Teenage Shelter (64%) 
 Ollerton Walk Play Area (64%) 
 Abington Castle Play Area (54%) 
 Ennerdale Play Area (54%) 
 Kirby Road Half Pipe (54%) 
 Kirby Road Play Area (54%) 
 Boating Lake Adventure Playground (54%) 
 
Diverse equipment to cater for a range of ages is also essential. More specifically, 
provision such as skate park facilities and MUGAs are highly valued forms of play. Sites 
containing such forms of provision tend to rate higher for value; as evidenced by some of 
the sites listed above containing equipment of this kind including Kirby Road Half Pipe.   
 
It is also important to recognise the benefits of play in terms of healthy, active lifestyles, 
social inclusion and interaction between children plus its developmental and educational 
value. The importance of play and of children’s rights to play in their local communities is 
essential.  
 
7.6 Summary 
 

Provision for children and young people summary 

 There are 53 play provision sites in Corby; a total of over four hectares. Nearly half of sites are 
identified as containing a form of casual or piece of equipment aimed at older ages. 

 Play provision in Corby is summarised using the Fields In Trust (FIT) classifications. Most is 
identified as being of LEAP (36%) or LAP (30%) classification.  

 There is a good spread of provision across Corby. All areas with a greater population density 
are within walking distance of a form of play provision. The only gap is in the south of the area, 
to the south east of the Oakley South Ward; however, this gap is not significant.  

 A greater proportion of play sites (68%) rate above the threshold for quality. Lower quality 
scoring sites tends to reflect a lack in range of equipment and/or its general condition.  

 All play provision rates above the threshold for value; reflecting the social, healthy and 
developmental benefits provision can provide. 
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PART 8: ALLOTMENTS 
 
8.1 Introduction 
 
Allotments is a typology which covers open spaces that provide opportunities for those 
people who wish to do so to grow their own produce as part of the long term promotion of 
sustainability, health and social interaction. This includes provision such as allotments, 
community gardens and city farms. 
 
8.2 Current provision 
 
There are eight sites classified as allotments in Corby, equating to over eight hectares. 
Six of these sites are Council owned. No site size threshold has been applied to 
allotments and as such all provision is identified and included within the audit.  
 
Table 8.1: Distribution of allotment sites by analysis area 
 

Analysis area Allotments 

Number of sites Size (ha) Current standard  

(Ha per 1,000 population) 

Corby 8 8.34 0.12 

 
The National Society of Allotment and Leisure Gardeners (NSALG) suggests a national 
standard of 20 allotments per 1,000 households (20 per 2,000 people based on two 
people per house or one per 100 people). This equates to 0.25 hectares per 1,000 
populations based on an average plot-size of 250 square metres (0.025 hectares per 
plot).  
 
Corby, as a whole, based on its current population (66,854) does not meet the NSALG 
standard. Using this suggested standard, the minimum amount of allotment provision for 
Corby is 16.71 hectares. Existing provision of 7.49 hectares therefore does not meet this 
guideline. 
 
8.3 Accessibility 
 
No accessibility standard has been set for this typology. Provision should be based on 
demand.   
 
Figure 8.1 shows allotments mapped against analysis areas. 
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Figure 8.1: Allotments mapped against analysis areas  
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Table 8.2: Key to sites mapped 
 

Site 
ID 

Site name Quality 
score 

Value 
score 

28 Corby Road Allotments, Cottingham 43.9% 28.6% 

35 Dale Street Allotments 52.0% 28.6% 

45 Eskdale Avenue/Ribblesdale Avenue Allotments 41.8% 25.7% 

53 Grendon Avenue Allotments 54.1% 27.6% 

64 Kingsthorpe Avenue 51.0% 28.6% 

70 Kirby Road/ Fullwell Avenue Allotments 48.0% 27.6% 

71 Larratt Road Allotments 37.8% 27.6% 

152 West Glebe Road Allotments 45.9% 28.6% 

 
Mapping of allotment sites shows a lack of sites in the South of the area. As it stands, the 
wards of Beanfield, Oakley North, Oakley South and Danesholme are without provision.  
 
Given that waiting lists do exist across Corby, it is suggested that current supply does not 
meet the demand.  
 
A point to note, an early stage planning application for both a sustainable urban extension 
to the West of Corby and a residential development on land to the south of Brooke Westin 
Academy may meet some identified gaps.  
 
Ownership/management 
 
Six allotment sites are owned and managed by Corby Borough Council; Eskdale Avenue/ 
Ribblesdale Avenue Allotments, Grendon Avenue Allotments, Kirby Road/Fulham Avenue 
Allotments, Welland Allotments, Dale Street Allotments and Kingsthorpe Allotments. The 
number of plots at each of these sites can be seen in Table 8.3.  
 
Table 8.3: Plot numbers at Council allotment sites 
 

Name of site Number of plots 

Kingsthorpe Avenue 7 full plots and 4 half plots 

Kirby Road/ Fullwell Avenue Allotments 5 full plots 

Welland Allotments 12 half plots 

Eskdale Avenue/Ribblesdale Avenue Allotments 18 (8 raised beds) 

Dale Street Allotment 3 full plots and 11 half plots 

Grendon Avenue Allotments 5 full plots and 5 half plots 

 
Consultation reports a waiting list of 30 individuals across the six council owned sites, 
with a steady demand for the continuing provision of allotment sites and plots across the 
area.  
 
To help meet demand and reduce the waiting time for plots – it is suggested that 
operating a policy, whereby any new plots that become available are split into half or 
quarter plots, should be encouraged. The Council is currently adopting a similar policy 
with the standard plot size now being smaller than 250m squared.  
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8.4 Quality 
 
To determine whether sites are high or low quality (as recommended by the Companion 
Guidance) the site assessment scores have been colour-coded against a baseline 
threshold (high being green and low being red). The table below summarises the results 
of the quality assessment for allotments in Corby. A threshold of 40% is applied in order 
to identify high and low quality. Further explanation of how the quality scores and 
thresholds are derived can be found in Part 2 (Methodology).  
 
Table 8.4: Quality ratings for allotments in Corby 
 

Analysis area Scores (%) Spread No. of sites 

Lowest 
score 

Average 
score 

Highest 
score <40% >40% 

Corby 38% 47% 54% 16% 1 7 

 
The majority of sites assessed for quality rate above the threshold (89%), suggesting a 
high standard of allotment provision in the Corby area. The highest rating sites are: 
 
 Grendon Avenue Allotments (54%) 
 Dale Street Allotment (53%) 
 Kingsthorpe Avenue (51%) 
 Kirby Road/Fullwell Avenue Allotments (48%) 
 
Grendon Avenue Allotments and Kirby Road/Fullwell Avenue Allotments score well due to 
having a particularly good general appearance as a result of high standards of 
cleanliness and maintenance. Furthermore, they have clear and level pathways. Grendon 
Avenue Allotments, the highest scoring site, is also noted as having excellent personal 
security for its users; however, the same can be said for a number of allotments in the 
Corby area. 
 
Kingsthorpe Avenue and Dale Street Allotments both scored high due to good levels of 
security, boundary fencing and controls to prevent illegal use. A range of people use 
these allotments including young couples and retired people. However, a point to note, for 
both these allotments, some plots are overgrown and paths are narrow in places. The 
Council are in the process of working with plot holders to address the issues around plots 
lacking in regular maintenance.   
 
Larratt Road Allotments (38%) is the only site which rates below the threshold for quality; 
however, it is not significantly below the threshold. Overall maintenance of plots is good 
and the allotments are well kept. The main issue is in relation to overgrown areas 
surrounding the plots. This is obstructive on pathways. In addition, the road leading to the 
site is in poor condition with large potholes.  
 
A point to note, although Eskdale Avenue/Ribblesdale Avenue Allotments score above 
the threshold, this is partly attributed to the site having features which other allotments do 
not contain such as raised beds. This site does; however, have some issues surrounding 
maintenance with overgrown areas and litter on site.  
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8.5 Value 
 
In order to determine whether sites are high or low value (as recommended by the 
Companion Guidance) site assessments scores have been colour-coded against a 
baseline threshold (high being green and low being red). The table below summarises the 
results. A threshold of 20% is applied to identify high and low value. Further explanation 
of how the value scores and thresholds are derived can be found in Part 2 (Methodology).  
 
Table 8.5: Value ratings for allotments in Corby  
 

Analysis area Scores (%) Spread No. of sites 

Lowest 
score 

Average 
score 

Highest 
score <20% >20% 

Corby  26% 28% 29% 3% 0 8 

 
All allotment sites in Corby are assessed as high value. This is a reflection of the 
associated social inclusion and health benefits, amenity value and the sense of place 
offered by such forms of provision.  
 
The value of allotments is further demonstrated by the existence of waiting lists identified 
at sites signalling greater demand for provision.  
 
8.6 Summary  

Allotments summary 

 There are eight allotments sites in Corby: equating to more than seven hectares, six of 
which are owned by the Council.  

 Current amount of provision is below the NSALG recommended amount (0.25 per 1000 
people).  

 There are waiting lists for allotments across Corby; suggesting that demand for allotments 
is not currently being met by supply.  

 Despite one site being below the quality threshold, for the majority of allotments quality is 
sufficient.  

 All allotments are assessed as high value reflecting the associated social inclusion and 
health benefits, their amenity value and the sense of place offered by provision.  

 Continuing measures should be made to provide additional plots in the future. 
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PART 9: CEMETERIES/CHURCHYARDS 
 
9.1 Introduction 
 
Cemeteries and churchyards include areas for quiet contemplation and burial of the dead. 
Sites can often be linked to the promotion of wildlife conservation and biodiversity. 
 
9.2 Current provision 
 
There are 11 sites classified as cemeteries/churchyards, equating to over eight hectares 
of provision in Corby. No site size threshold has been applied and as such all identified 
provision is included within the audit. 
 
Table 9.1: Distribution of cemeteries in Corby  
 

Analysis area Cemeteries/churchyards 

Number of sites Size (ha) 

Corby 11 8.42 

 
The largest contributor to burial provision in the area is Shire Lodge Cemetery (3.60 
hectares), which is managed and maintained by the Council. It also maintains closed 
cemeteries at St John’s the Baptist Church,  Rockingham Road Cemetery and St James 
Cemetery in Gretton.  
 
Shire Lodge Cemetery is the only active council burial site. It is understood to have 
approximately 634 burial spaces remaining. Furthermore, there is potential to expand the 
site. The Council has undertaken a feasibility of extending the site onto some of the 
playing field space at the adjacent Rockingham Triangle Sports Complex.  
 
Two other sites; St Leonard’s Church and St Mary’s Church also have potential for 
extensions once current burial capacity is reached. When St Leonard’s Churchyard 
becomes full, it is planned that Corby Castle Estate will provide more land for burial 
provision. St Mary’s Church is almost full in terms of burial capacity. There is a 
neighbouring field with the potential to offer further capacity. However, there are at the 
time of writing ongoing discussions as to whether this will become a community garden.  
 
In addition, St Peter’s Churchyard still has remaining burial capacity; however, there is no 
room for expansion at this site.  
 
9.3 Accessibility  
 
No accessibility standard is set for this typology and there is no realistic requirement to 
set such standards. Provision should be based on burial demand.   
 
Figure 9.1 shows cemeteries and churchyards mapped against analysis areas. 
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Figure 9.1: Cemetery sites mapped against analysis area 
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Table 9.2: Key to sites mapped 
 

Site ID Site name Quality 
score 

Value score 

42 East Carlton Churchyard 34.6% 45.0% 

101 Rockingham Road Cemetery 47.4% 35.0% 

111 Shire Lodge Cemetery 81.6% 60.0% 

116 St James' Cemetery, Gretton 49.9% 39.0% 

117 St James’ Churchyard 53.3% 35.0% 

118 St John's the Baptist Churchyard 54.2% 35.0% 

119 St Mary's Church Cemetery 51.2% 35.0% 

120 St Peter's Churchyard 47.4% 30.0% 

156 St Mary Magdalene, Cottingham 40.5% 35.0% 

158 St Leonard's Church, Rockingham  33.0% 35.0% 

160 Gretton Baptist Church 46.1% 45.0% 

 
In terms of provision, mapping demonstrates a fairly even distribution across the area 
although there is a notable gap to the South. As noted earlier, the need for additional 
cemetery provision should be driven by the requirement for burial demand and capacity. 
 
9.4 Quality 
 
To determine whether sites are high or low quality (as recommended by the Companion 
Guidance) site assessments scores are colour-coded against a baseline threshold (high 
being green and low being red). The table below summarises the results of the quality 
assessment for cemeteries in Corby. A threshold of 45% is applied in order to identify 
high and low quality. Further explanation of how the quality scores and threshold are 
derived can be found in Part 2 (Methodology).  
 
Table 9.4: Quality ratings for cemeteries in Corby 
 

Analysis area Scores (%) Spread No. of sites 

Lowest 
score 

Average 
score 

Highest 
score <45% >45% 

Corby 31% 49% 82% 51% 3 8 

 
The majority of cemeteries and churchyards in Corby (73%) rate above the threshold set 
for quality, suggesting a reasonably high standard of quality for this form of open space 
provision within the area.  
 
Shire Lodge Cemetery is the highest scoring site for quality with a score of 82%. It is 
observed that this cemetery is very well-maintained, contains well-kept graves, has 
excellent, wide paths and has an abundant supply of benches, as well as the added 
benefit of car parking and toilets facilities.  
 
St John’s the Baptist Churchyard is the second highest scoring site in Corby with 54%. 
The sites high score can be attributed to a good overall standard of perceived 
maintenance and cleanliness making it a pleasant environment in which to remember 
loved ones. In addition, the site has wide, accessible paths as well as benches and 
parking provision.  
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The three sites rating below the quality threshold are: 
 
 St Leonard’s Church, Rockingham (33%) 
 East Carlton Churchyard (35%) 
 St Mary Magdalene, Cottingham (41%) 
 
East Carlton Churchyard has a stepped, small entrance and unmaintained pathways, 
making it unsuitable for some users. Furthermore, the site is identified as containing 
overgrown grass and some lose gravestones. Similar issues are noted at St Leonard’s 
Church, Rockingham. A noticable lack of benches is also observed at the latter.  
 
A point to note, despite scoring above the threshold, St Mary’s Church Cemetery, St 
Peter’s Churchyard and Rockingham Road Cemetery are viewed as having the potential 
to be better. Some lose gravestones at all three sites are in need of attention, as well as 
some uneven areas of land which could make it hard for some users (i.e. older aged 
and/or disabled users).  
 
9.5 Value 
 
To determine whether sites are high or low value (as recommended by the Companion 
Guidance) site assessment scores are colour-coded against a baseline threshold (high 
being green and low being red). The table below summarises the results of the value 
assessment for cemeteries in Corby. A threshold of 20% is applied in order to identify 
high and low value. Further explanation of how the value scores and threshold are 
derived can be found in Part 2 (Methodology).  
 
Table 9.5: Value ratings for cemeteries in Corby 
 

Analysis area Scores (%) Spread No. of sites 

Lowest 
score 

Average 
score 

Highest 
score <20% >20% 

Corby 30% 39% 60% 30% 0 11 

 
All identified cemeteries and churchyards are assessed as being of high value, reflecting 
their role within communities. In addition, the cultural/heritage value of sites and the 
sense of place they provide to and for local people is acknowledged in the site 
assessment visits. This is further evidenced with both Rockingham Road Cemetery and 
Shire Lodge Cemetery having a friends of group. These groups work alongside the 
Council to address any onsite issues and provide added social and physical benefits .  
 
Cemeteries and churchyards should be viewed as important natural resources, offering 
both practical and conservation benefits. As well as providing burial space, cemeteries 
and churchyards can often offer important low impact recreational benefits to the local 
area (e.g. habitat provision, wildlife watching).  
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9.6 Summary 

Cemeteries summary 

 Corby has 11 cemeteries and churchyards, equating to just over eight hectares. 

 In terms of provision, mapping demonstrates a fairly even distribution across the area 
although there is a notable gap in the South; however, the need for additional cemetery 
provision should be driven by the requirement for burial demand and capacity. 

 The main council site is Shire Lodge Cemetery. It has circa 600 burial spaces remaining. 
The potential to extend into adjacent land is being considered by the council. Two other 
sites in the area (St Leonard’s Church and St Mary’s Church) are also understood to have 
the potential to be extended in the future. 

 The majority of cemeteries and churchyards in Corby (73%) rate above the threshold set for 
quality, suggesting a reasonably high standard of quality for this form of open space 
provision within the area.  

 All cemeteries are assessed as high value in Corby, reflecting their role within communities, 
as well as their cultural/heritage role and conservation benefits.  



 

 

 


